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Four fundamental forces of natureFour fundamental forces of nature

! Focus on the strong force in this talk

electricity 
+ magnetism

electroweak
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OutlineOutline
! Brief historical survey of the strong interactions

" atom # QCD  (quarks and gluons)

! Overview of lattice QCD (enter the computer)
" new branch of particle physics
" current state of the art

! Quark confinement
! Constituent quark model
! Gluonic excitations

" glueballs
" hybrid mesons

! Future work
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AgeAge--old questionsold questions
! What is the world made of ?
! What holds it together ?

The thinker (1880)
by Auguste Rodin
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The periodic table of the elementsThe periodic table of the elements
! Dimitri Mendeleev’s periodic table of the elements 1869

" great breakthrough towards answering these questions
" pattern recognition            substructure
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Rutherford’s scattering experimentsRutherford’s scattering experiments
! experiments of Ernest Rutherford, Geiger, and Marsden (1909)
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Large deflectionsLarge deflections
! expectation from Thomson’s “plum pudding” model of the atom

! found large deflections on rare occasions

! atoms must have small but massive cores
! birth of the nucleus!    (1911)
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Modern theory of the atomModern theory of the atom
! regularities in Mendeleev’s periodic table
! Rutherford’s α−particle scattering experiments

help fashion the modern theory of the atom

! atom = massive nucleus (protons and neutrons) 
surrounded by cloud of light electrons
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What holds the nucleus together?What holds the nucleus together?
! protons: positive electric charge
! neutrons: no charge
! like charges repel
! what holds the nucleus together?                      new force!

! new force must be strong to overcome electrostatic repulsion, but 
short-ranged
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Yukawa’s Yukawa’s strong forcestrong force
! Hideki Yukawa puts forward his theory of the nuclear force (1935)

" mediated by spinless exchange particle called the πmeson
" mass of πmeson about 250 times that of the electron

" πmeson eventually discovered in 1947
(Lattes, Muirhead, Occhialini, Powell)
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Particle zooParticle zoo
! experiments reveal proton and neutron not alone

" protons and neutrons lightest particles in a large spectrum of 
strongly-interacting fermions called baryons

" pions lightest member of equally numerous sequence of strongly-
interacting bosons called mesons

Particles discovered between 1898 and 1964

many
more…
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Eightfold wayEightfold way
! pattern recognition in the observed hadron spectrum 1961

(reminiscent of Mendeleev’s periodic table)
" Murray Gell-Mann  # Buddhist eightfold path to enlightenment
" Yuval Ne’eman 

! conference at CERN in 1962
" Gell-Mann, Ne’eman learn of discovery of two new baryons      ,
" recognize these nearly complete a group of ten related particles
" G-M predicts new particle
" found BNL, CERN 1964

−Ξ* 0*Ξ
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Two key papers on Two key papers on hadronhadron symmetriessymmetries
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Quark hypothesisQuark hypothesis
! pattern suggests substructure
! Murray Gell-Mann # quarks

" James Joyce, Finnegan’s Wake
! George Zweig # aces

" unpublished (CERN preprint)

! quarks:
" fractional electric charge!
" spin 1/2
" come in flavors (up, down, strange)

three more flavors since found

! baryons = three quarks
! mesons = quark-antiquark pair

Gell-Mann Zweig-1/3e
+2/3e
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Mesons and baryons Mesons and baryons 
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GellGell--Mann’s paperMann’s paper
! quark hypothesis brought 

order to the particle zoo
! fractional electric charge 

never observed
! Gell-Mann initially 

considered quarks as purely 
mathematical objects

! but on last page of paper: 

“It is fun to speculate about 
the way quarks would 
behave if they were physical 
particles of finite mass 
(instead of purely 
mathematical entities…).”
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Zweig’s Zweig’s paperpaper
! graduate student at CalTech
! CERN preprint

" from talk at Baryons 1980 
in Toronto
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Discovery of the quarkDiscovery of the quark
! watershed experiments at Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (1968)

" modern rendition of Rutherford scattering experiments
" scattered electrons off protons
" small-wavelength photons to resolve quarks inside the proton

! scattering consistent with quark hypothesis!
! further probing provides evidence that 

proton constituents have the expected
fractional electric charges of quarks

! asymptotic freedom
" interactions between quarks

weakens at very short distances
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New quantum number New quantum number 
! nagging problem with quark hypothesis:

" certain baryons seemed to violate the Pauli exclusion principle!
! example:  the                     baryon with spin 

" three identical fermion u quarks in symmetric state
# forbidden by Fermi-Dirac statistics

! resolution by Greenberg 1964  (Han and Nambu 1965)
" quarks must have a new quantum number

uuu=∆ ++
2
3=J

PRL 13, 598
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Origin of “color”Origin of “color”
! Gell-Mann coins the term “color” 

for this new quantum number
! three different colors are needed:  

red, green, blue
! birth of quantum chromodynamics 

(QCD)
" Fritzsch, Gell-Mann, Leutwyler 

1973
" based on an SU(3) local gauge 

symmetry (Yang-Mills)
" quarks interact by the exchange 

of colored gluons
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Quantum Quantum chromodynamicschromodynamics
! resemblance to quantum electrodynamics

" quarks (3 colors) $# electrons
" gluons (8 color varieties) $# photons  (massless spin-1)

! major difference: gluon has color charge (photon neutral)

! seemingly simple difference
" physical content of QCD completely unlike that of QED

! physical states (hadrons) colorless
" color confinement
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CharmoniumCharmonium
! discovery of J/Ψ in November 1974 (BNL, SLAC)
! interpretation as bound state of new flavor of quark called charm

! charm quark rather heavy
" nonrelativistic analysis

! Cornell potential
" Coulomb + linear

" reproduces spectrum

long-range
confinement

short-range
asymptotic freedom

Eichten et al., Phys. Rev. D34, 369 (1975)
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Residual strong forceResidual strong force
! true strong force = gluon exchange between quarks
! binding of protons + neutrons by pion exchange in nucleus

" from feeble vestige of strong force (van der Waals-like)

How feeble is this residual strong force?
current view of the atom
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Calculation problemsCalculation problems
! calculational tools of QED (small coupling expansions)

" work well for deep inelastic scattering in QCD
– asymptotic freedom

" utterly fail for hadron formation
– bound state problem

! Ken Wilson (1974) suggests novel approach
" formulate QCD using a discrete space-time lattice
" lattice acts as ultraviolet regulator
" Wilson formulation preserves exact local gauge invariance

! advantage of this approach
" facilitates computer simulations of quarks and gluons
" theorists now free of the shackles of small-coupling expansions!

2/1 ge−∝
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Birth of Lattice QCDBirth of Lattice QCD

Ken Wilson
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Lattice regularizationLattice regularization
! hypercubic space-time lattice
! quarks reside on sites, gluons reside on links between sites
! lattice excludes short wavelengths from theory (regulator)
! regulator removed using standard renormalization procedures 

(continuum limit)
! systematic errors

" discretization
" finite volume

quarks

gluons
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Monte Carlo methodsMonte Carlo methods
! vacuum expectation value in terms of path integrals

! S[Φ] is the Euclidean space action,     creates state of interest
! evaluation of path integrals:

" Markov-chain Monte Carlo methods
– Metropolis
– heatbath
– overrelaxation
– hybrid methods

" no expansions in a small parameter
" statistical errors

! first principles approach
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New branch of particle physicsNew branch of particle physics
! Wilson’s paper marks beginning of new branch of particle physics

" lattice QCD or lattice gauge theory
! field has grown considerably during past 25 years
! large grand-challenge collaborations with dedicated supercomputer 

resources in several countries
" USA, Japan, Germany, Italy, UK, Australia,…

! annual International Symposium on Lattice Field Theory
" typically over 300 participants

! e-print archive at xxx.lanl.gov:  hep-lat

! I am a member of the Lattice Hadron Physics collaboration
" focus on hadron physics relevant to experimental program at the 

Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (Newport News)
" acquiring large Pentium-based clusters at Jlab and MIT with funds 

obtained through DOE’s SciDAC Initiative
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Role of lattice QCDRole of lattice QCD
! useful for “brute force” calculations of strong interaction observables

" spectra, decay constants      , structure functions
" quantities needed to go beyond the standard model

! useful tool to help understand QCD
" testing mechanisms of confinement
" answering why the naïve quark model works as well as it does
" do certain field configurations dominate path integral?

! develop better tools for nonperturbative aspects of gauge theories
" repercussions beyond QCD

! lattice simulations have told us much about QCD
" but still much more to learn!

Bf
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Technology advancementsTechnology advancements
! significant advances in simulation techniques during 1990’s

" improved actions (quantum corrections to couplings, tadpoles)
" excited states using variational techniques with correlator matrices
" anisotropic lattices
" chiral fermions (domain wall, overlap)

! computers # vastly improved performance, lower costs
! accurate calculations of many quantities for the first time

" Yang-Mills glueball spectrum
" quenched light hadron spectrum
" quenched     ,  etc.

! full incorporation of virtual quark-antiquark pairs still a problem
" very active subject of research

Bf
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Current state of the art Current state of the art 

RDecay strengths, resonance widths

DUnstable single particle masses

C+EM Current matrix elements

A-EM Current matrix elements

C-Two particle energies

B-Stable single particle masses 

AStable single particle masses 0=fN

0>fN

0=fN

0>fN
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Light Light hadron hadron spectrum (quenched)spectrum (quenched)
! CP-PACS collaboration (Japan)    Phys Rev Lett 84, 238 (2000)
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Light Light hadron hadron spectrum (spectrum (NNff =2=2))
! CP-PACS collaboration   hep-lat/0010078
! Iwasaki gauge, SWTI fermion
! baryons # finite volume effects
! experimental values 
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Key feature of QCDKey feature of QCD
! fundamental degrees of freedom (quarks and gluons) cannot be 

observed in isolation
! attractive force between quark-antiquark is 

constant with separation
! suggests that gluon field forms a string-like

object between quark-antiquark

QED

QCD

SU2
Bali et al.
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Static quark potentialStatic quark potential
! lattice simulations confirm linearly rising potential

from gluon exchange

Bali et al.

fm5.00 =r
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Quark confinementQuark confinement
! quarks can never be isolated
! linearly rising potential

" separation of quark from antiquark takes an infinite amount of 
energy

" gluon flux breaks, new quark-antiquark pair produced
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Constituent quark modelConstituent quark model
! much of our understanding of hadron formation comes from the 

constituent quark model
" motivated by QCD
" valence quarks interacting via Coulomb + linear potential
" gluons: source of the potential, dynamics ignored

! mesons: only certain         allowed: 
" forbidden

! most of observed low-lying hadron spectrum described reasonably 
well by quark model
" agreement is amazing given the crudeness of the model

! experimental results now need input beyond the quark model
" over-abundance of states
" forbidden       states

PCJ 1)1( +−= LP
SLC +−= )1( 1,0
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Gluonic Gluonic excitationsexcitations
! QCD suggests existence of states in which gluon field is excited

" glueballs    (excited glue)
" hybrid mesons (qq + excited glue)
" hybrid baryons  (qqq + excited glue)

! such states not understood
" quark model fails
" perturbative methods fail

! lack of understanding
makes identification difficult!

! clues to confinement

_
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Experimental candidatesExperimental candidates
! scalar glueball:

" mixing
! tensor glueball:                     
! hybrid mesons (E852 BNL 1997)

" 1.4 GeV (controversial)
" 1.6 GeV (lattice predicts 1.9 GeV)

! higher                  states
! hybrid baryon 
! others

)1710(or)1500(0 Jff

)1980(or)2230( 2fξ
+−1

)1710(11P
bbcc and

New York Times, Sept. 2, 1997
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Future experimentsFuture experiments
! experimental focus on such states intensifying  

glueballs hybrid mesons
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Lattice takes aimLattice takes aim

1.49(2)(5) GeV99Juge,Kuti,C.M.

1.542(8) GeV98CP-PACS

1.68(10) GeV98UKQCDbb meson mass
(above 1S)

99C.M.,Peardonglueball masses

1.19 GeV99Juge,Kuti,C.M.

1.32(2) GeV98CP-PACS

1.22(15) GeV98MILCcc meson mass
(above 1S)

1.9(2) GeV98Lacock, Schilling

2.1(1) GeV98MILC

2.0(2) GeV97UKQCDlight        meson mass 

99Juge, Kuti, C.M.excitations of QQ potential

99IBM (GF11)glueball-qq mixing

infancy96IBM (GF11)glueball decays

00SESAM
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YangYang--Mills SU(3) Mills SU(3) Glueball Glueball SpectrumSpectrum
! gluons can bind to form glueballs

" e.m. analogue: massive
globules of pure light!

! technology advancements permit
first glimpse of glueball spectrum

! states labeled by        and scale
set using         MeV

! probe of confinement
! “experimental” results in simpler

world (no quarks) to help build
phenomenological models

! first step towards realistic glueball study

PCJ
)20(4101

0 =−r

C. Morningstar and M. Peardon, 
Phys. Rev. D 60, 034509 (1999)
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Clay Clay Millenium Millenium PrizePrize
! understanding this glueball spectrum worth $1 million
! www.claymath.org 
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Excitations of static quark potentialExcitations of static quark potential
! gluon field in presence of static quark-antiquark pair can be excited
! classification of states:     (notation from molecular physics)

" magnitude of glue spin
projected onto molecular axis

" charge conjugation + parity
about midpoint

" chirality (reflections in plane
containing axis)

Π,∆,…doubly degenerate
(Λ doubling)

,...,,
,...2,1,0
∆ΠΣ=

=Λ

(odd) 
(even)

u
g

=
=η

Juge, Kuti, Morningstar

several higher levels
not shown
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HeavyHeavy--quark hybrid mesonsquark hybrid mesons
! more amenable to theoretical treatment than light-quark hybrids
! possible treatment like diatomic molecule (Born-Oppenheimer)

" slow heavy quarks $# nuclei
" fast gluon field  $# electrons

! gluons provide adiabatic potentials 
" gluons fully relativistic, interacting
" potentials computing in lattice simulations

! nonrelativistic quark motion described in leading
order by solving Schrodinger equation for each

! conventional mesons from       ;  hybrids from 

(and light quarks)
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Leading BornLeading Born--OppenheimerOppenheimer
! results obtained (in absence of light quark loops)
! good agreement with experiment below BB threshold
! plethora of hybrid states predicted (caution! quark loops)
! but is a Born-Oppenheimer treatment valid?

_

Juge, Kuti, Morningstar, Phys Rev Lett 82, 4400 (1999)
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Testing LBOTesting LBO
! test LBO by comparison of spectrum with NRQCD simulations

" include retardation effects, but no quark spin,  no light quarks
" allow possible mixings between adiabatic potentials

! dramatic evidence of validity of LBO
" level splittings agree to 10% for 2 conventional mesons, 4 hybrids
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Compelling physical pictureCompelling physical picture
! Born-Oppenheimer provides simple physical picture for heavy-quark 

conventional and hybrid meson states
" partial explanation of quark model success (light quarks?)
" allows incorporation of gluon dynamics (beyond quark model)

! does this BO picture survive inclusion of
" quark spin?
" light-quark effects?

! quark spin: two recent studies suggest BO picture survives
" Drummond et al. Phys.Lett.B478, 151 (2000)

– looked at 4 hybrids degenerate in LBO
– found significant shifts from                 but used bag model to 

interpret results as not arising from surface mixing effects
" Toussaint et al. Phys.Rev.D64, 074505 (2001)

– found very small probability admixture of hybrid in Υ from
" more conclusive tests needed

MB /⋅σ

MB /⋅σ
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Light quark spoiler?Light quark spoiler?
! spoil B.O.?  # unknown
! light quarks change

" small corrections at small r
– fixes low-lying spectrum

" large changes for r>1 fm
# fission into 

! states with diameters over 1 fm
" most likely cannot exist as observable 

resonances
! dense spectrum of states from pure glue 

potentials will not be realized
" survival of a few states conceivable 

given results from Bali et al.
! discrepancy with experiment above BB

" most likely due to light quark effects

with light quarks

)(rV QQ

( )( )qQqQ

_
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Future workFuture work
! heavy-quark hybrid mesons

" revisit quark spin effects
" in presence of virtual light quarks (string breaking)

! light quark hybrid mass calculations
! glueball mixing with scalar quarkonium
! tests of confinements scenarios with glueball spectrum
! “baryon” potentials (gluons in presence of static qqq)
! N* spectrum
! states (study of the              , the light       exotic )
! flux tube profiles (energy, angular momentum)
! strings in other representations (adjoint,…)
! torelon spectrum
! much, much more….

)(rV QQ

qqqq )980(0a +−1
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ConclusionConclusion
! quest to understand the strong force is a classic story

great conceptual
leaps heroes

the horribly
wronged

incredible
violence

amazing technology

confinement

great experiments

comic relief
large sums
of moneyfreedom

(asymptotic)

! lattice simulations of quarks and gluons will continue to play an 
important role in this quest


